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Biological nanopores are revolutionizing human health by the great myriad of detection and diagnostic

skills. Their nano-confined area and ingenious shape are suitable to investigate a diverse range of

molecules that were difficult to identify with the previous techniques. Additionally, high throughput and

label-free detection of target analytes instigated the exploration of new bacterial channel proteins such

as Fragaceatoxin C (FraC), Cytolysin A (ClyA), Ferric hydroxamate uptake component A (FhuA) and Curli

specific gene G (CsgG) along with the former ones, like a-hemolysin (aHL), Mycobacterium smegmatis

porin A (MspA), aerolysin, bacteriophage phi 29 and Outer membrane porin G (OmpG). Herein, we

discuss some well-known biological nanopores but emphasize on MspA and compare the effects of

site-directed mutagenesis on the detection ability of its mutants in view of the surface charge

distribution, voltage threshold and pore–analyte interaction. We also discuss illustrious and latest

advances in biological nanopores for past 2–3 years due to limited space. Last but not the least, we

elucidate our perspective for selecting a biological nanopore and propose some future directions to

design a customized nanopore that would be suitable for DNA sequencing and sensing of other

nontrivial molecules in question.
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1. Introduction

All living cells transport ions andmolecules within and between
the cells through protein channels located in their membranes,
a prerequisite to maintain the integrity of a cell.1 DNA encodes
all the genetic information in a cell by means of their four
genetic letters and directs the cell to function accordingly. The
predominant signicance of DNA in human life necessitates the
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study of cellular functions at single-molecule level. In order to
get insight at the single-molecule level, the scientists were
zealous to invent such a device that can mimic the ubiquitous
process of transportation (ions and/or molecules) via protein
channels. The rst manifestation of this kind of device was
proposed by Wallace H. Coulter, named as Coulter counter
a technique used for sizing and enumeration of microscopic
particles hanging in a uid.2 The journey of coulter counter
frommicrometer to nanometer scale was a great modernization
in science to benet human life. Therefore, nanopore sensing
and sequencing is thought to be a part of this chain, in which
a nanometer-scaled window is utilized to look over trans-
locating ions and small molecules.

Nanopore sensing has been gaining immense attention day
by day and became a predominant technique for single-
molecule detection over other techniques. One of the remark-
able benets of this technique is that it does not require
complex labeling or laborious sample preparation3–5 and
a small concentration of sample is enough to be identied.6

Besides rapid characterization of single-molecules,7–9 nanopore
sensors are renowned for their high-throughput,10–12 ultra-
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sensitive,13–16 and being able to read long strands of DNA/RNA at
single-molecule level.10,17,18 However, these advantages were
difficult to achieve with conventional sequencing methods.19,20

Apart from discerning a variety of macromolecules, nano-
pores have also been employed for the detection of polymer,21

polypeptides22,23 and in the discrimination of protein sequences
and their post-translational/chemical modications.24 More-
over, molecules that are relatively smaller than the pore size,
like heavy-metal ions,14,25–27 drugs28 and some health terrorist
agents29 have also been investigated.
2. Principle of nanopore sensing

A nanopore device basically functions on the principle of
Coulter Counter.2 It consists of two electrolyte-lled compart-
ments that are set apart by means of an impermeable
membrane and a nanometer-sized hole is established into the
membrane.

These two chambers are named as cis and trans. An Ag/AgCl
electrode is dipped in each chamber. On applying electric
potential to one of the chambers (usually trans), while the other
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Fig. 1 Principle of nanopore sensing. Experimental set up for nano-
pore sensing of single-molecule. On applying electric potential
between two electrodes, the electric field force drives an analyte
(ssDNA in blue) to travel through the biological nanopore (dark pink)
embedded in a lipid bilayer membrane (orangish yellow), generating
a transient ionic current blockade (right), recorded by the amplifier.
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is kept grounded (cis), a stable ionic current exists between
these chambers. The steady-state of ions temporarily halts on
addition of any charged analyte of interest, like DNA,13,30,31

RNA7,15 or protein32,33 to one of the chambers. The main forces
involved in the capturing and translocation of a target-molecule
are mainly the electric eld gradient and electro-osmotic force
across the membrane.12 During this process, the electric eld
force leads the macromolecule to pass through the nanopore;
however, the direction of electro-osmotic force is opposite to
that of electric eld force. Moreover, other forces such as
hydrodynamic force, entropic force and electrostatic (attraction/
repulsion) force also affect the translocation of biomolecules
but their effects are weak, comparatively.34

Hence, electrophoretic threading of single-molecule through
a nanopore is evidenced with a transient current blockage
imparted by simultaneous restriction to the ionic ow.35 The
pattern of current blockage and the time consumed by a mole-
cule in exploring the pore, depict the geometry, interactions and
physicochemical features of an analyte that are subjected to
nanopore sensing,36,37 as illustrated in Fig. 1.
3. Types of nanopore

Nanopores are classied into two main classes on the basis of
the pore origin and the membrane embracing the nanopore:
biological nanopore (organic)38,39 and solid-state nanopore
(synthetic or inorganic),40–42 but more than a decade ago, a third
type: hybrid nanopore (combination of biological and solid-
state nanopore) have also been derived.43,44 In case of biolog-
ical nanopores, when an exemplary lipid bilayer is installed on
the orice of the cup, a nanometer-sized porin protein like a-
hemolysin or MspA is allowed to be incorporated in the
membrane12 whereas in case of solid-state nanopore a nano-
meter-sized pore is fabricated in Si3N4,41,45 Al2O3,46 graphene,47
28998 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
MoS2 (ref. 48) or TiO2 (ref. 49) synthetic membrane. Recently,
the track-etched nanopores/membranes show promising
applications in nanopore fabrication (with different geome-
tries), easy functionalization, molecule sensing, energy trans-
formation and detection of ion gating.50

Here, in this review we will shed light on some commendable
biological nanopores and their mutants that have been used so
far for the detection of biological molecules and other nano-
analytes. To avoid distractions, we will not discuss all nd-
ings, because the review mainly focuses on MspA nanopore, its
engineered sub-types and effect of mutations on their sensing
competence. Last but not the least; we will briey account our
perspective for selecting a biological nanopore according to the
sample to be scrutinized, on behalf of research analytics.
4. Biological nanopores

Biological nanopores are the pore forming protein i.e. “porin”
that is allowed to be inserted in a membrane of choice; mostly
planar lipid bilayer membrane is used in biological nanopore
sensing. The rst nanopore ever to be known for the trans-
location of single-stranded DNA.12 Biological nanopores are
more convenient owing to their natural interaction with bio-
analyte and can highly be reproduced in bulk.38,39

In addition to this, these pores are also advantageous over
solid-state nanopore because biological nanopores can be
engineered effectively and amino acids of choice can be induced
to the specic location by site-directed mutagenesis.51

Although, other modes of nanopore engineering have also been
adopted, such as incorporation of a tag (DNA or PEG) and/or
enzyme to the nanopore,13,52,53 addition of adaptor54 or
nontrivial truncation of amino acids to modulate the pore's
physical and chemical features.55

As a rule, the translocation of a negatively charged biomol-
ecule usually DNA causes the ionic ux perturbation which is
commensurable to their interactions with constituent amino
acids of channel protein.13,30,54 Therefore, a slight variation in
the inherent composition or charge of a biological nanopore
results in a striking change in their current–voltage response. A
number of channel proteins have been known to date like a-
hemolysin, MspA, phi 29 bacteriophage, aerolysin,56,57

OmpG,58,59 cytolysin A,60,61 FraC62 and so on. Interestingly, a new
type of biological nanopore has been designed that makes use
of multiple layers of DNA molecules to construct a nanometer-
scaled channel with a prominent shape is termed as DNA
origami nanopore.63,64 Moreover, a multitude of DNA nano-
technology is facilitating the nanopore sensing technique.65 The
structures of some biological nanopores are shown in Fig. 2
while four well-known biological nanopores are briey
described below:
4.1. a-Hemolysin

a-Hemolysin is a toxin secreted by human pathogen Staphylo-
coccus aureus. It is a heptameric channel protein of about 232.4
kD. It is comprised of a mushroom-shaped cap (that is 10 nm
both in length and in diameter) and a stem (5.2 nm long and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Biological nanopores. Structure of some customarily used biological nanopores with their marked constriction areas (red). (A) a-
Hemolysin (PDB: 3ANZ), (B) MspA (PDB: 1UUN), (C) aerolysin (PDB: 5JZT), (D) bacteriophage Phi29 (PDB: 1H5W), (E) FraC (PDB: 4TSY) and (F)
CsgG (PDB: 4UV3).
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2.6 nm wide) that forms a transmembrane channel. The
diameter of channel constriction is approximately 1.4 nm.38 The
narrowest constriction of a-hemolysin channel is suitable
enough to translocate a single stranded DNA or RNA as exper-
imentally proved and published by J. J. Kasianowicz.12 If
a nucleobase can vary the ionic current according to their
geometry and chemical composition then nanopore sequencing
could be possible by using this toxin.12

Despite that, a-hemolysin has a long b-barrel which can
accommodate approximately 10–12 nucleotides, consequently,
the ionic ux modulated by a bio-analyte usually DNA, is the
output of multiple recognition sites that come in contact with
translocating bases.66 Firstly, it was found that the constriction is
located in the middle of the channel's lumen around 111
residue.67 Later on, it was shown that the transmembrane region
of a-hemolysin have three recognition sites that were found to be
procient in discriminating all four DNA nucleotides when
a molecule of ssDNA was halted in the channel.68

At rst, it was considered that two recognition sites (R1 and
R2) in the transmembrane region might be favorable for
sequencing, as the molecule transit through R1 would be proof-
read by another constriction site R2.66 However, more than two
sites would be inoperable because it was doubtful to evaluate the
ionic current generated by three sites from electrical noise. To
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
counteract this issue in reading signals, Stoddart et al., proposed
to modify one recognition sites (R1) in a-hemolysin by volumi-
nous mutagenesis to strengthen one sensing point for nucleotide
detection. He explained that bulky groups in amino acid render
hindrance to the ow of ions and signal recording would bemore
accurate in contrast to the lighter groups or side chains.69

Thereaer, Ervin et al., eliminated one or two sensing regions
while concurrently boosting the third one by site-directed
mutagenesis to form a single constriction for the identication
of bases.70 Now, the channel's length of mutant a-hemolysin is
�1.6 nm is closely similar to that of MspA (�1.0 to 1.2 nm).70
4.2. Phi 29 and other bacteriophages

Bacteriophage phi 29 has also been remained an attractive bio-
logical nanopore owing to its sophisticated and enlarged pore
size with an external wide end of 13.8 nm that tapers to give the
connector a cone-shaped narrower end of 6.6 nm in diameter.
The entire length of the channel from broad to narrow end is
7.5 nm.71 Wendell D. et al., is the rst to publish data on the
translocation of double-stranded DNA through a bacteriophage
phi 29 DNA-packaging motor.72 The ingenious design of bacte-
riophage phi 29 is comprised of 12-subunits of gp10 connector
protein to form a dodecamer channel,73 six copies of ATP-
binding DNA packaging RNA (pRNA),74,75 and an ATPase
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014 | 28999
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protein76 which act as a linker and provide energy to translocate
DNA. Essentially, it is more commonly employed in combina-
tion with other biological nanopore as a molecular motor.77

Currently, phi 29 has been found to act as a reverse transcrip-
tase for FANA template (a xeno-nucleic acid).78 Therefore, this is
thought to be the most energetic nano-motor hitherto.

In addition to this, Wanunu et al. conducted a study in which
a lipid-free hybrid nanopore has been designed. An engineered
Thermus thermophilusG20c has electro-kinetically been inserted into
the solid-state membrane, and then it was utilized for the identi-
cation and discrimination of several types of biological molecules.79

4.3. Aerolysin

Aerolysin is a b-pore-forming toxin from Aeromonas hydrophila
that can be inserted into lipid bilayer membrane through its
transmembrane region. Aerolysin is similar to a-hemolysin in
shape, a broadly used protein nanopore, but lacks the vestibule.
The constriction area of the aerolysin channel is�1.0–1.7 nm in
diameter and the length of the transmembrane region is
comparable to that of a-hemolysin.80 In 2006, aerolysin was rst
manifested as a biological nanopore and utilized for the
detection of a-helical peptides.81 Aerwards, it was used to
analyze the dynamics of unfolded protein,82 peptides,57 enzy-
matic degradations of polysaccharides83 and also served as
a mass spectrometer for the discrimination of PEG polymers of
various sizes.84 Subsequently, the characterization verge of 2–10
nucleotides of polydeoxyadenene (dAn) with well distinguish-
able current blockades is a breakthrough in nanopore sensing.56

Consequently, this nanopore gained much attention in nano-
pore sensing and later, used for the detection of short poly-
nucleotides consists of four genetic letters of life.85 However, the
main purpose of sequencing a genomic DNA is to read all the
genetic letters continuously, in an error-free way. Therefore, to
make aerolysin channel practical for longer ssDNA detection,
scientists used KCl solution with asymmetric pH across the
aerolysin nanopore and was able to detect ssDNA of �30
nucleotides length.86 Furthermore, altering the type of salt from
KCl to LiCl showed interesting results for >100 nucleotides
ssDNA detection.87 In order to increase the detection sensitivity,
the key sensing zone of aerolysin was aimed to identify, which is
K238.88 Besides, further mapping of aerolysin revealed that
R220 and K238 are the most sensitive analytical points and
R220 is accredited as the narrowest constriction of aerolysin. It
is R220 that discriminates various short oligonucleotides,
methylated cytosine and oxidized guanine in ssDNA.89 In addi-
tion, these two residues were replaced with glutamic acid to
check the selectivity (R220E) and sensitivity (K238E) of aero-
lysin.90 Since 2016, Long Yi-Tao's group has been adding a great
contribution in nanopore sensing platform by employing aer-
olysin nanopore.

4.4. MspA

Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A (MspA) is a promising and an
ideal nanopore for a variety of bio-nanotechnological applica-
tions for instance, sequencing DNA and RNA.91 MspA is the
major porin ofMycobacterium smegmatis because it provides the
29000 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
main hydrophilic pathway via cell wall for the transport of
nutrients required for the growth of mycobacterial cell.92,93 It is
a homo-octameric channel of goblet-like shape and has
a unique geometry that is 9.6 nm long and 8.8 nm wide. Inter-
estingly, MspA forms a single, central-channel whose constric-
tion is �1.0 nm long and �1.0 nm in diameter, relatively
smaller and narrower than that of a-hemolysin,39 which is
responsible for its higher spatial resolution. Besides this, MspA
is a potent biosensor owing to its extreme stability towards high
temperature up to 100 �C and over a wide range of pH from 0 to
14.94 MspA can be considered as a better candidate due to its
highly pronounced signal-to-noise ratio and single-nucleotide
discrimination sensitivity required for DNA sequencing.95,96 In
addition to this, MspA nanopore can discriminate various
abasic residues in a single-stranded DNA.97,98
5. MspA mutants

The promising features and perfect geometry of MspA make it
a robust nanosensor and had led to the preparation of MspA
mutants to meet the challenges of nanopore sensing. Further,
the narrow constriction of MspA is found to be pretty ideal to
characterize all four nucleotides in ssDNA, when a duplex is
introduced between the nucleotides to be analyzed.91 Therefore,
in this review, we are shedding light on MspA mutants to gain
insights of their charge distributions and corresponding phys-
icochemical status of the pore induced by site-directed muta-
genesis. This will be advantageous in understanding the
translocation dynamics, pore–analyte interactions of MspA
mutants and to make it more skillful by altering some experi-
mental protocols or to invent some new variants of MspA in
future. On the basis of site-directed mutagenesis, three
renownedMspAmutants have been known to date to the best of
our knowledge as shown in Fig. 3 and are explained as follows:
5.1. M1MspA

This is the very rst documented mutant of Mycobacterium
smegmatis porin A (MspA) declared by Jens H. Gundlach's group
in 2008. Initially, wild-type MspA (Wt-MspA) were examined as
a nanopore for single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) detection. They
found that if the voltage was exceeded above 60 mV the Wt-
MspA exhibited incessant, spontaneous blockades of the ionic
ow prior to the addition of ssDNA. They observed that some of
the blockades were short lived and some needed voltage polarity
to clear up the channel's cavity. On the contrary, they also found
smooth and uninterrupted open pore current continuing for
tens of seconds for electric potentials up to �100 mV.
Furthermore, the introduction of 2–8 mM dC50 ssDNA to the cis
side of Wt-MspA didn't manifest any signature blockades that
could be ascribed to ssDNA translocation. Rather, the frequency
of spontaneous blockades became so dominant that ssDNA
detection was inoperable. They reasoned that overcrowding of
negatively charged amino acids in the constriction zone of
MspA would not allow the ssDNA (negatively charged) to thread
through it. In order to settle down this matter, its constriction
zone was engineered by the replacement of three negatively
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 MspA mutants. Genetically engineered mutants of MspA nanopores (A) M1MspA and M2MspA,99 (B) M3MspA and (C) stoichiometric
mutant of MspA, MspA–MspB17.100 Figures do not need permission from the references.
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charged aspartic acid residues at positions 90, 91 and 93 with
the neutral asparagine residues and this mutant is named as
M1MspA (D90N/D91N/D93N). This mutant M1MspA pore has
then been able to perform the ssDNA detection at voltages up to
and above 180 mV, with a signicant decrease in spontaneous
blockades.99 Albeit, a matter of concern still le there that was
needed to be addressed. This paved the way for further muta-
tions in M1MspA.
5.2. M2MspA

When a linear, ssDNA homopolymer of 50-mers was allowed to
pass through M1MspA pore, a number of short-lived events�30
ms were found to be appeared. These events suggested the brief
stay of ssDNA in the vestibule and nished with the exit of
ssDNA back to the cis side. To overcome this issue, Butler et al.,
investigated the effect of charges in MspA pore and in this
regard, they replaced three negatively charged residues; one in
the vestibule and two at the mouth of the M1MspA, into posi-
tively charged residues at positions 118, 134 and 139. This
second mutant of MspA is termed as M2MspA (D90N/D91N/
D93N/D118R/D134R/E139K).99 The addition of positively
charged moieties has dramatically found to increase the inter-
action of DNA with the MspA pore �20 times and this led to
lengthen the stay of DNA in the vestibule approximately 100
times as compared to M1MspA. In addition, the voltage
threshold for M2MspA had also been reduced to �80 mV that is
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
almost half of the voltage required for M1MspA to initiate the
capture and translocation of target ssDNA.99
5.3. M3MspA

With the aid of mutations brought in Wt-MspA, the mutant
M2MspA is now able to allow ssDNA to translocate through and
has reduced the escape of DNA back to the cis side and in turn
capture rate has been increased. Nevertheless, DNA sequencing is
still facing a key hurdle; the speed of translocation. To settle this
problem, Hang et al. in 2016, designed and expressed a novel
mutant of MspA, in which three negatively charged aspartic acid
residues have been replaced by three neutral asparagine residues
at positions 90, 91 and 93. Also, addition of three arginine amino
acids has been done in the vicinity of constriction zone, at
positions 88, 96 and 116 via site-directed mutagenesis and the
resultingmutant is named as M3MspA (L88R/D90N/D91N/D93N/
A96R/S116R). The addition of three arginine mutants have been
shown to slow down the ssDNA translocation speed up to 10–30
folds and was also found to decrease the voltage threshold to
initiate ssDNA translocation experiments.51
5.4. MspA subunit dimers

Another interesting modication of MspA is the combinatorial
variation of MspA octamers that leads to the formation of
single-chain subunit dimers by employing M1MspA. A number
of peptide linkers ranging from 17 to 62 amino acids length
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014 | 29001
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were used to connect two monomers of MspA to generate
a dimer. They found normal folding and insertion of these
dimeric M1–M1MspA channels in their M. smegmatis
membrane with an increased glucose uptake. Also, the voltage
gating and current blockade of DNA hairpins through these
M1–M1 dimers were appeared to be same as that of M1MspA.
Altogether, this kind of stoichiometric alteration does not only
produce functional channels of MspA but also provides exi-
bility in designing channels with customized constriction.100
6. Comparative study of MspA

It has been discussed so far that a-hemolysin channel is widely
used as a bio-nanopore but still it has some limitations,
regarding its geometry with longer stem and its multiple
recognition sites.66,68 Therefore, MspA is considered to be
a promising candidate to overcome the above mentioned issues
due to its ideal geometry with single, narrow and small
constriction zone, dimensionally comparable with ssDNA.39

Nevertheless, another obstacle in sequencing DNA is the
translocation speed of ssDNA which is too high for both
M1MspA and M2MspA (�2–10 bases per ms) as compared to a-
hemolysin (�0.5–1 base per ms).99

This marked difference in speed have arisen ought to the
geometrical difference in their transmembrane regions
Fig. 4 Comparison of MspA mutants. (A) In wild-type MspA, ssDNA can n
through the nanopore at the minimum voltage threshold of +140 mV. (C
�+80 mV. (D) The voltage threshold for M3MspA has reduced to �+40 m
depending upon the effects induced by mutations.

29002 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
enclosing the restriction area of both types of porin protein, that
is longer and wider for a-hemolysin. Additionally, the channel's
composition is also of paramount importance in inuencing
the speed of ssDNA. As nucleotide bases and charged walls
attract each other and this electrostatic attraction slows down
the speed of ssDNA. Hence, ssDNA stays in a-hemolysin for
longer period of time because it can accommodate 10–20 bases
in its restricted and transmembrane area at a time.99 However,
the constriction and transmembrane region of MspA is smaller
and only 2–4 bases can accommodate. Also, lack of charged
residues in channel constriction affects the speed of ssDNA.99

In the above section, we elaborated the specications of each
variant of MspA, now we will briey analyze and compare the
effects of site-directed mutations on their charge distribution,
voltage gating/threshold voltage and sensing skills of the MspA
mutants. Fig. 4 exhibits the genetically mutated parts of the
MspA nanopores to better understand the signicance of
surface charge and positional effects.
6.1. M1MspA with wild-type MspA (Wt-MspA)

We see that in wild type MspA (Wt MspA) three negatively
charged aspartic acid residues were not allowing negatively
charged ssDNA to thread through, due to electrostatic repulsion,
as shown in Fig. 4(A). Therefore, these residues were replaced by
neutral asparagine residue. These changes didn't affect the
ot translocate through the pore. (B) In M1MspA, ssDNA can translocate
) M2MspA mutant drives ssDNA at the minimum voltage threshold of
V for ssDNA traversal. The arrows indicate the ionic flux of K+ and Cl�

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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channel forming ability of M1MspA, however the conductance of
M1MspA was decreased by 2–3 parts.99 Since, the interior of Wt-
MspA is negatively charged; therefore it was functioning as
a cation-selective nanopore. We notice that the incorporation of
neutral amino acids in the constriction of M1MspA was found to
reduce the cation selectivity and hence, the conductance.
Because of the change in charge distribution, M1MspA requires
the voltage threshold of �+180 mV to detect ssDNA, indicated in
Fig. 4(B). Moreover, the spontaneous blockades were found to be
dropped signicantly when a DNA hairpin was translocated
through M1MspA,99 as depicted in Fig. 5(A).

On the other hand, the ionic current blockage for ssDNA
traveling through M1MspA was found to be momentary <30 ms,
which was too short to evaluate if it was real translocation event
or merely skipping of ssDNA back to the cis side. Aerwards,
M1MspA was employed in duplex interrupted (DI) DNA
sequencing bymaking use of converted DNA structures and that
was considered to be relatively simple in comparison with
uorescence and other perplexed labeling techniques.91

6.2. M2MspA with M1MspA

This scenario points towards an important aspect about the
dependence of capturing and translocation of ssDNA on the
charge distribution of a nanopore. We analyze that making the
constriction neutral could allow ssDNA to traverse through
M1MspA but the probability of successful events and returning
of molecule back to the cis side were parallel. In this regard,
there should be placement of some charged amino acids at the
mouth of MspA to arrest ssDNA into the pore. This shortcoming
was fullled byM2MspA, when the placement of three positively
charged amino acids were done at the entrance of M1MspA, in
place of three negatively charged residues. At that moment, the
blockades were found to be increased from�5 blockades to�25
blockades per second,99 as shown in Fig. 5(B).

We speculate that the positively charged arginine and lysine
at positions 134 and 139, respectively, attract and capture
ssDNA from cis side and further entry was accomplished by
arginine at position 118, Fig. 4(C). On the contrary, the stay of
ssDNA was relatively short as compared to a-hemolysin. This
could be due to different geometry of transmembrane regions
and/or availability of charged residues in or near around the
constriction area. Although, we support the later for the short
stay of ssDNA, because Wt-MspA and M1MspA bear the same
transmembrane region and constriction area but different
charged moieties in their vestibules. Furthermore, the
minimum voltage threshold for M2MspA was reduced to
�80 mV, whereas M1MspA did not give rise to any event below
�140 mV.99 However, in our experiments, the minimum voltage
threshold for M2MspA was found to be �120 mV, this might
because of the different reagents used and/or atmospheric
conditions (data not shown).

6.3. M3MspA with wild-type MspA (Wt-MspA)

In an effort to address the above said issue, Hang et al.,
expressed and puried a new mutant of MspA,51 which has
previously been simulated.101 This mutant was found to reduce
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the speed of ssDNA �10–30 folds in real-time experiments.
Recently, Bhatti, et al., explored this new mutant of MspA,
termed as M3MspA through detection of ssDNA homopolymers
and hetero–homopolymers with well-resolved signature events
up to some milliseconds dwell time and corresponding signa-
ture events,102 as shown in Fig. 5(C). We scrutinize that, in
M3MspA, the addition of three arginine amino acids in the
vestibule and nearer to the constriction zone made this mutant
anion-selective, noticeably, illustrated in Fig. 4(D). Conse-
quently, crowding of anions (Cl� ions) in the pore's vestibule
was anticipated in the absence of electric potential as well and
accredited in lowering the threshold potential up to �� 40 mV.
The attractive force from positively charged arginine in combi-
nation with small magnitude of applied voltage was favorable
enough to initiate ssDNA translocation. This imbalance of ions
was appeared to change the membrane's polarity but keep the
pore functional up to �� 50 mV. Eventually, further increase in
applied voltage $� 60 mV was found to halt the further ow of
ions owing to the accumulation of Cl� ions at the trans side102

and K+ would also hang around trans to perpetuate the overall
electrical neutrality of the system.103 Hence, M3MspA does not
exhibit anion-selectivity at higher voltages. M3MspA shows
transient or sometimes permanent (needs voltage polarity)
spontaneous blockades beyond �� 60 mV.102

If we compare M3MspA with Wt MspA, we would be able to
understand the key role of charge distribution in nanopore
sensing. Since, the gating potential of both Wt-MspA and
M3MspA is comparable �� 60 mV, but it is the surface charge
distribution inside the nanopore that decides the fate of ssDNA
entry. Although, it is a very complex physicochemical mecha-
nism to exactly comprehend at the nano-conned level but we
can evaluate some research-based details. The ion-selectivity of
both Wt-MspA and M3MspA is opposite. M3MspA is eminently
selective for anions and therefore it can not only accommodate
ssDNA but also generates well-resolved signals and remarkable
discrimination between ssDNA homopolymers and hetero–
homopolymers.102 We contemplate that the position and
abundance of arginine amino acid are responsible for immense
electrostatic attraction between ssDNA and M3MspA. Because
placement of attractive sites (charged amino acids) near to the
entry and exit found to have increased current blockage.104

Moreover, increased dwell time was observed in ssDNA trans-
location102 because arginine was found to be the top-most
amino acid in making hydrogen bonds with DNA bases.105
7. Recent advances in biological
nanopore

In past, many review articles have been published so far that
take into account various aspects of biological nanopores,106,107

specically, a-hemolysin.108,109 Therefore, in this section, we will
elaborate some recent and remarkable detection carried out by
employing wilt-type or engineered biological nanopores that
can be benecial in paving new methods for the prognosis and
treatment of serious ailments and sequencing DNA.
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014 | 29003



Fig. 5 Comparison of DNA sensing through MspA mutants. (A) Translocation of DNA hairpin-08 through M1MspA at +180 and +140 mV. (B) The
travelling of poly dT50 across M1MspA andM2MspA at +180mV shows distinct difference in number of blockades, higher for M2MspA. Figures (A)
and (B) have been reproduced from ref. 99 with permission from National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A, Copyright 2008. (C) Sensing of poly dA50

and poly dC50 through M3MspA shows signature events at +40 and +50 mV. The figure (C) does not need permission.
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7.1. Recent advances in a-hemolysin

From the beginning of nanopore sequencing, a-hemolysin has
been showing a great myriad of detection competence by
employing its wild-type110,111 and various mutated or modied
pores.112 As a matter of fact, a-hemolysin has been used for
sensing a number of analytes that was needed to be known at
the single-molecule level. Yet, the main challenge to nanopore
29004 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
DNA sequencing, that is the speed of DNA, is under way. In this
regard, lithium salt gradient was established to retard the
translocation speed at the level that even methylated cytosine
can be detected,113 likewise, calcium ux is introduced at the
trans site of a-hemolysin to control the mobility of DNA via
strong Ca+–DNA interaction.114 However, another approach for
increased capture rate (118.27 folds) and the decreased trans-
location speed (120 ms per base) of ssDNA was certainly achieved
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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by introducing PEG molecules (PEG 4k) to the nanopore
system.115

Importantly, it is used to analyze and point out the position
of the mutations in DNA via non-functionalized PNA,116 short
fragments of DNA,117 sequence-specic ssDNA detection with
gold nanoparticles,118 label-free detection of completely
matched from mismatched DNA on the basis of enzymatic
reaction4 and to quantify multiple cancer biomarkers in blood
samples at picomolar level.119 Moreover, detection of micro-
RNA120,121 and identication of methylated cytosine by employ-
ing lithium salt-gradient have also been achieved.113

Furthermore, identication of individual amino acids via their
N-terminal derivatization,122,123 polypeptide–pore interaction124

and protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation were well
observed by utilizing the a-hemolysin nanopore.125

On the other hand, the detection skills of a-hemolysin are
not limited to identify DNA or protein only; rather it has recently
been used to scrutinize less-privileged but a signicant class of
Fig. 6 Recent advances in a-hemolysin. (A) Schematic representation of
(license number: 4938570920843). This figure has been reproduced from
Label-free detection of DNAmutations based on enzymatic reaction. This
Chemical Society, Copyright 2018. (C) Determination of isomers of D-
number: 4938581342453). This figure has been reproduced from ref.
Detection of specific sequence by employing gold nanoparticles.118 This F
by N-terminal derivatization. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 1
(F) Nanopore detection of zinc ions by enzymatic-reaction (license I
permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2019. (G) Identific
been reproduced from ref. 139 with permission from American Chemic

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
macromolecules i.e. carbohydrates (glycosaminoglycan hyalur-
onic acid),126 Zn2+ ions detection,127 cancer drug–DNA interac-
tion,128 in analyzing the isomers of guanine i.e. 5-
guanidinohydantoin and iminoallantoin in a double-stranded
DNA,129 isomers of glucose112 and analysis of enzymatic
activity and inhibition of DNA methyltransferase130 and ADAM-
17 cleavage reaction via salt-mediated nanopore.131 Addition-
ally, identication of microcystin (MC) variants132 and
discerning the MC variants on the basis of their molecular
interaction with a-hemolysin nanopore have also been carried
out.133

Currently, a-hemolysin nanopore has been used in exploring
some new features of molecules, that is, the conformational
heterogeneity of DNA assemblies,134 DNA compaction instigated
by Na+ and K+ ions,135 determination of an intermediate in
a catalyzed reaction cycle136 unzipping mechanism of free and
poly arginine-attached DNA–PNA duplexes to unveil the differ-
ences in their unzipping kinetics in a nano-conned space137
sandwich assay and signature events for corresponding barcode DNA
ref. 119 with permission from JohnWiley and Sons, Copyright 2018. (B)
figure has been reproduced from ref. 4 with permission fromAmerican
glucose and D-fructose by their bonding with boronic acid (license
112 with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Copyright 2018. (D)
igure does not need permission. (E) Identification of single amino acids
22 with permission from American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020.
D: 1074993-1). This figure has been reproduced from ref. 127 with
ation of drug-resistant mutations T790M at early stage. This figure has
al Society, Copyright 2020.
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and effect of glycerol and PEG molecules on the viscosity of
aqueous solution together with their inuence on molecular
motion of hairpin DNA.138 Besides, early scanning of T790M
drug resistance (infrequent mutation sequence) has become
possible with a probe containing three locked nucleic acid
(LNA) and a-hemolysin nanopore. The LOD for T790M is found
to be 0.1 pM, ascertained as highly sensitive than any other
available techniques.139 Surprisingly, this protein channel is so
adaptable that it can discriminate aqueous sodium polysulde
chains (used in sulfur-based batteries) of various lengths
differing by only single sulfur-atom, by introducing b-cyclo-
dextrin into the channel, hence, batteries with improved elec-
trochemical storage can be designed.140 Fig. 6 displays some
signicant advances in a-hemolysin nanopore, gures are
reproduced with permission.
7.2. Recent advances in MspA

Almost, a huge part of analytes previously in question were well
answered by a-hemolysin, but it needs to be more precise when
it comes to DNA sequencing. Although, MspA is being employed
by few researchers, but the information obtained from their
studies are profound in overcoming many obstacles of DNA
sequencing, which was duly covered by Jens H. Gundlach's
group.141 Subsequently, MspA was subjected to SPRNT (Single-
Molecule Picometer Resolution Nanopore Tweezers), a novel
technique well-suited to enzymes that functions along DNA and
RNA or other charged analytes.142 By employing SPRNT tech-
nique, temporal resolution of up to�40 pm and ten times more
spatial resolution has been achieved for the rst time to detect
motion of enzymes.142 Later on, the dynamics of superfamily 2
helicase Hel308 was manifested at millisecond scale using
MspA, in which the enzyme converts ATP hydrolysis into kinetic
energy to move along the DNA.143,144 To improve signal to noise
ratio, especially for motor enzymes that usually perform their
functions at low ionic concentration, Gundlach's group sug-
gested to maintain low cis [Cl�] provided, the trans [K+] at higher
level.145 We notice that due to high speed of DNA through MspA
nearly all detailed investigations were conducted by means of
using molecular motors or adopters. Nevertheless, two basic
errors hinder precision in sequencing: discontinuous steps of
enzyme and indiscernible signals for similar sequences, which
were greatly reduced by increasing the applied voltage across
the membrane.146

As in the above sections, we have already discussed about the
ideal geometry of MspA that is a prerequisite for DNA
sequencing and high speed of ssDNA through it that is a key
hurdle.77,91,147 In order to gure out an ideal nanopore, a study is
proposed by using molecular dynamic simulation,101 in which
three variants of arginine amino acid have been designed and
explored. To make it real time nanopore sensor, Hang et al.,
expressed and puried the arginine mutant of MspA (L88R/
D90N/D91N/D93N/A96R/S116R) and veried it by successful
insertion and poly (dT)100 translocation experiments.51

Furthermore, from the same group, Bhatti et al. explored this
new arginine mutant of MspA (M3MspA) at different voltages
and presented a remarkable discrimination between
29006 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
homopolymers and hetero–homopolymers with well resolved
duration time (at a speed of �15–30 ms per base) and larger
current amplitude. Apart from statistical analysis, the differ-
ence is quite apparent by just looking at the current trace,
another key step towards nanopore DNA sequencing.102

Recently, MspA has been used in the detection of DNA
lesions,148 identication and discrimination of small analytes
(metal ions) up to �10 pA current amplitude.149 Besides, direct
sequencing of xeno-nucleic acid (FANA),78 direct sequencing of
naturally occurring microRNA for the rst time and scrutiny of
epigenetic modications in microRNA150 were made possible by
employing Nanopore-Induced Phase-Shi Sequencing (NIPSS).

Additionally, M2MspA was mutated to MspA-M (methionine
at position 91) to detect chemistry events of a polyatomic ion,
tetrachloroaurate(III) binding with methionine, a reversible
Au(III)–thioether coordination reaction and further sensing of
biothiols by the same Au-embedded (atomic-bridge) MspA-M
nanopore.151 The maximum current blockage obtained
through MspA-M was �55 pA, that has never been observed for
any pore-ion interaction events to date.151 We really need such
a sharp nanopore. Another hallmark from Gundlach's group is
the utilization of MspA for sequencing unnatural base pairs
(dTPT3-dNaM). Interestingly, this study manifests that unnat-
ural base pairs in DNA can be replicated with high accuracy and
precision similar to naturally occurring DNA and provides
a signicant platform to semisynthetic organisms that are
known to produce proteins containing unnatural amino
acids.152 Fig. 7 represents some impressive advances in MspA
nanopore, gures are reproduced with permission.
7.3. Recent advances in aerolysin

Aerolysin has been showing momentous advancements in
nanopore sensing of not only protein but also some nucleic
acids by genetically engineered nanopore.153 At rst, we are
taking into account the detection of peptides and proteins
carried out by aerolysin nanopore, such that simultaneous
screening of multiplex biomarkers of Alzheimer disease with
some modied probes,154 pinpoints single amino acid differ-
ence among evenly charged homo-polypeptides,155 identica-
tion of single-molecule of cysteine and homocysteine in
amixture with the aid of 50-benzaldehyde poly (dA)4 probe in the
connement of K238Q mutant aerolysin.156 Recently, the same
mutant K238Q was employed in the rst ever detection of single
cysteine molecule without any modication or labeling with
a longer blockade time �0.11 � 0.02 ms.157 Moreover, protein
kinase A activity has also been investigated by wild-type aero-
lysin nanopore.158

Besides, Long Yi-Tao's group utilized aerolysin nanopore to
investigate its sensing competence in the detection of nucleic
acids as well. In this regard, direct sensing of single-molecule of
RNA through aerolysin has been attained,159 ultrasensitive
detection of cancer cells (as less as 5 Ramos cells) with the help
of enzymatic signals amplied by aerolysin nanopore.160 By
using some AdaBoost-based machine-learning model, it can
accurately discriminate single nucleotide difference with the
rise in accuracy from �0.293 to more than 0.991.161 Similarly,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Recent advances in MspA. (A) Illustration for the SPRNT andHel308 dynamics.143 This figure does not need permission. (B) Direct detection
of O6-CMG DNA lesion (license ID: 5118040233795). This figure has been reproduced from ref. 148 with permission from John Wiley and Sons,
Copyright 2019. (C) Representation of the interaction between histidine residues with various metal ions.149 This figure does not need permission.
(D) Nanopore sequencing of unnatural DNA bases. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 152 with permission from American Chemical
Society, Copyright 2020. (E) Direct sequencing of microRNA by employing NIPSS (license number: 5118050195676). This figure has been
reproduced from ref. 150 with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2020. (F) Engineering of M2MspA to MspA-M with the insertion of tetra-
chloroaurate (III) and detection of L-cysteine through it.151 This figure does not need permission.
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learning time-series (LTS) shapelets algorithm, the researchers
were able to discern GA3 from AA3 in a samemixture of samples,
without any laborious labeling or genetic mutations.162 The
sensing skills of aerolysin mutant K238Q are highly appreciable
as it can identify and quantify the different kinds of damaged
nucleotides directly into a multi-analytes sample effortlessly.163

Recently, an impressive study is conducted that characterizes
various states of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of
ssDNA in an orientation-dependent way, inside the aerolysin
nanopore.164

Apart from protein and nucleic acids, aerolysin can detect
diverse range of analytes and a variety of traits of a molecule
that are restricted in its sensing region. A mutant K238C was
utilized to scan the disulde bond (S–S) forming and breaking
between 5,50-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) and the sulydryl
group of cysteine at a single-molecule level, inside the lumen of
the pore.165 Interestingly, the light was shed on the non-covalent
attractions of the pore for analytes and it was concluded by
scrutinizing few mutants of aerolysin that hydrogen bond is
critical in inducing these interactions but various other factors
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
also cannot be overshadowed.166 On top of that, the trans/cis
conformation of azobenzene-ssDNA was ingeniously sensed by
aerolysin nanopore on imparting alternating visible and UV
light, with a translocation speed of 1.9 and 6.3 bases per s for
the trans and cis Azo-ssDNA, respectively.167 In addition, a co-
factor avin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), pivotal for several
metabolic reactions, was marvelously characterized into open,
stack and four-quasi-stacked forms by employing aerolysin
nanopore and further veried by conducting temperature-
dependent and mutant aerolysin studies.168 Currently, an
intriguing nding for the recognition of all twenty amino acids
is proposed that predicts the bright future of nanopore protein
sequencing.169 Fig. 8 illustrates some remarkable advances in
aerolysin nanopore, gures are reproduced with permission.

7.4. Recent advances in novel biological nanopores

The story of nanopore detection does not end on the legendary
nanopores, but currently, many new biological nanopores have
been manifesting excellent detection competence in their wild
type and/or engineered form. Giovanni Maglia's group has been
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014 | 29007



Fig. 8 Recent advances in aerolysin. (A) Identification of trans-Azo-ssDNA and cis-Azo-ssDNA on applying visible light (left) and UV light (right)
(license number: 5118541017008). This figure has been reproduced from ref. 167 with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2018. (B) Schematic of
the protein kinase activity that distinguishes unphosphorylated peptide from phosphorylated peptide though wild-type aerolysin. This figure has
been reproduced from ref. 158 with permission from American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019. (C) Direct discrimination of DNA phos-
phorylation in an orientation-dependent manner. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 164 with permission from American Chemical
Society, Copyright 2020. (D) Identification of damaged nucleotides by mutant K238Q aerolysin nanopore. This figure has been reproduced from
ref. 163 (https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscentsci.9b01129) with permission from American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020, further
permissions related to the material excerpted should be directed to the ACS. (E) Detection of possible conformations of FAD.168 This figure does
not need permission.
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adding remarkable work by acquainting Fragaceatoxin C (FraC)
nanopore as a single-molecule sensing platform. FraC nanopore
can distinguish peptide and protein biomarkers from 25 kD to
as low as 1.2 kD, even single amino acid dissimilarity in poly-
peptides was well differentiated.170 Later on, the same group
tuned the size of FraC nanopore and utilized them in identi-
fying diverse range of peptides differing in charge and mass
with a �44 Da resolution and showed that at xed applied
voltage and pH ¼ 3.8 sharp, it works as a mass spectrometer of
peptides.171 Another momentous study is the formation of
reversible photo-controlled FraC nanopore by attaching the
photo-switchable azobenzene at various sites of insertion. The
azobenzene can penetrate into the lipid membrane only in cis
conformation. Hence, this method makes the FraC nanopore
functional or non-functional depending upon irradiation to
light.172 Besides, labeled or unlabeled peptides with single
amino acid resolution can be attained by practicing molecular
labels of diverse physicochemical peculiarities, mainly charge
and mass.62 Signicantly, phosphorylated and glycosylated
peptides can be differentiated from their unmodied peptides
by employing FraC nanopore. Also, a mixture containing
phosphorylated and glycosylated peptides can also be discrim-
inated profoundly.173

Appreciably, Cytolysin A (ClyA) nanopore determined the
exact quantity of glucose and asparagine directly from the blood
29008 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
and other bodily uids.174 However, the engineering and
molecular modeling of small proteins, dihydrofolate reductase
(DHFR) and their conformational changes can be monitored by
a system of forces to act upon it, like electrophoretic, electro-
osmotic, electrostatic and steric forces, in a conned region of
ClyA.175 On top of that, electrode-free nanopore spotting of
small molecules (trimethyl-b-cyclodextrin), bio-macromolecules
(dsDNA) and other macro-analytes (PEG) were carried out by
diffusioptophysiology using ClyA nanopore.176

Oxford nanopore technologies (ONT) have executed direct
sequencing of RNA and direct sensing of endogenous and
exogenous modications in RNA through CsgG nanopore,
respectively.177,178 Recently, ONT constructed a double-
constriction nanopore by joining CsgG and CsgF with an
inter-constriction distance of �25 Å. This nanopore enhanced
the single-nucleotide deciphering precision by 25–70% for
homopolymers up to 9 nucleotides in length.179 We contemplate
that this approach can also be practiced by employing other
protein pores in combination with their functional variants to
make the most of their distinct features together on a single
nanopore platform.

The boost in nanopore sensing and sequencing is evident
from the incorporation of several new biological nanopores for
spotting diverse features of analytes in question. In this regard,
FhuA nanopore was utilized for determining the protein–
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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protein interaction outside the nanopore through reversible
binding and unbinding of ligand (analyte) to the tethered-
receptor of nanopore.180 Furthermore, introduction of posi-
tively charged amino acids into the PlyAB nanopore reduced the
electro-osmotic forces by creating an electro-osmotic whirl
inside the nanopore and eased the detection of larger proteins
such as human serum albumin and human transferrin through
a largest nanopore known to date.181 In addition, VDAC of the
outer mitochondrial membrane was employed in parodying the
effect of post-translational modications on the translocation
dynamics of a-Synuclein (a-Syn).182 A well-known OmpG
channel was utilized to detect small molecules such as adeno-
sine triphosphate and glutamate by erasing few residues
around its loop 6 and modication of pore lumen.183 However,
the kinetics and translocation dynamics of positively charged
Fig. 9 Recent advances in other novel biological nanopores. (A) Nanopor
cytolysin A.174 This figure does not need permission. (B) Identification of p
been reproduced from ref. 62 (https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano
2019, further permissions related to the material excerpted should be
modifications by FraC nanopore. This figure has been reproduced from
permission from American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019, further pe
ACS. (D) a-Syn mimicking post-translational modifications by employing
This figure has been reproduced from ref. 182 with permission from Ro

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cyclic oligosaccharides were manifested distinctly by making
use of CymA nanopore.184 On top of that, computational design
of new protein channels opens up a broad way for producing
customized pores that possess a better control over their ion
selectivity, dimensions and chemical interactions for an analyte
of interest.185 Fig. 9 shows some paramount advances in other
novel biological nanopores, gures are reproduced with
permission.

8. Conclusion and perspective for
selecting and designing a nanopore

Protein nanopores are convenient being economical, abundant
in production and easy to engineer accurately according to the
desired construct. Therefore, the past two decades show
e sensing of glucose and asparagine directly from bodily fluids by using
eptide labelled at different positions by FraC nanopore. This figure has
.9b05156) with permission from American Chemical Society, Copyright
directed to the ACS. (C) Label-free detection of post-translational
ref. 173 (https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.nanolett.9b03134) with
rmissions related to the material excerpted should be directed to the
VDAC of the outer mitochondrial membrane (license ID: 1079204-1).

yal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2020.
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dramatic rise in the miscellaneous application of biological
nanopores. Besides DNA sequencing, nanopores have revolu-
tionized the prognosis and treatment of serious ailments at the
disease onset by utilizing femto-molar (fM) concentration of
target analytes.6

Although, nanopore sensing has surpassed many present
techniques but the choice for analyte detection is still limited
on account of the desired features required for stochastic
nanopore sensing that vary from analyte to analyte. Therefore,
the connement and physicochemical properties of a nanopore
must be comparable with the analyte in question. In this regard,
we have to consider the surface charge, geometry, physical
measurements and hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of
a nanopore to make a better choice. Hence, to improve the
sensitivity, selectivity and durability of a protein pore and to
make it suitable for diagnostic purpose in hospitals, we should
take into account the above described features before engi-
neering a nanopore.

From the studies of well-known protein nanopores, we
noticed that a-hemolysin is a versatile nanopore used for the
detection of almost all domains of molecules mainly due to its
suitably charged constriction region but dual constriction and
long transmembrane region is inappropriate for DNA
sequencing. However, MspA predominates in DNA sequencing
owing to its single, sharp and small pore constriction but the
translocation speed of ssDNA through it is faster than a-
hemolysin. Contrarily, aerolysin nanopore cannot accommo-
date long strands of DNA at normal physiological conditions
(see Section 4.3 for detail), but this nanopore is commendable
for the detection of amino acids, peptides and proteins.

We ascertain that owing to the surface charge distribution
and nanopore geometry, all kinds of protein pores behave in
a different fashion even for the same analyte. In fact, we noticed
that all the mutants of MspA discussed in preceding section
showed peculiarity in their sensing skills, although all are MspA
in real. The gist of this discussion points towards a pivotal fact
that the choice of nanopore must not be dependent only on the
dimension of the nanopore, besides, surface charge distribu-
tion should also be taken into consideration. Recently, a simu-
lation-based study reasoned about different behaviors of
biological nanopore and scrutinized out some newly engineered
MspA mutants.186 We ascertain that incorporation of charged
amino acids at the constriction zone of a nanopore has
a pronounced effect on nanopore translocation pattern because
of the deposition of oppositely charged ions in that conned
area.

Certainly, the single, sharp constriction and stability of
MspA nanopore suggest that it would be perfect for nanopore
DNA sequencing. As this article mainly focuses on MspA and its
variants, so we shed light on a fact that due to high speed of
ssDNA through MspA, nearly all investigations were conducted
by means of using molecular motors or adapters. Therefore, we
suggest that by making use of MspA's ideal geometry, it would
be more convenient to construct a mutant nanopore that can
possibly meet the requirements of nanopore DNA sequencing
together with eliminating laborious sample preparations.
Currently, we are working on the new variant puried in our
29010 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 28996–29014
laboratory that is M3MspA by altering some experimental
protocols to explore its hidden features. Concurrently, we
anticipate that if we reduce some positively charged arginine
amino acid from M3MspA then this newly fabricated mutant
would be more convincing because it can reduce the counter-
ions deposition in the nanopore. Additionally, the electric
eld inside the nanopore can possibly be managed by intro-
ducing some crowding molecules or metallic nanoparticles of
desired sizes and charges outside of the nanopore. Thus, we
envision that for any biological nanopore, proper positioning
and suitable numbers of replaced residues (especially charged
ones) are the keys to make an ideal and functional mutant
nanopore, because it is observed that plenty of one kind of
charge inside the nanopore creates ion selectivity in a nanopore.

Despite, nanopore has achieved many miraculous goals for
stochastic sensing and signicant steps of DNA sequencing but
the speed of translocation, stability and single-read accuracy are
the challenges le to be addressed for DNA/RNA sequencing,
hitherto. However, these days Oxford Nanopore Technologies
have been employing multiple variants of CsgG nanopore for
direct RNA sequencing.177 By taking all the discrete details into
account, we expect that computational designing and analysis
of new protein channels and real time sophistication of the
already present ones could pave a way towards a brighter future
of nanopore DNA sequencing and sensing in the next few years.
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